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BRAND MISSION Ars Technica 
provides the greatest insight into 
what’s at stake in technology 
today, through a comprehensive 
understanding of all the facets that 
surround and contribute to it.

"Ars Technica reports on technology 
like no other because Ars understands 
technology like no other. We are 
subject matter experts with a deep but 
practical knowledge of the realms we 
cover, from IT to law, from science to 
tech culture, and beyond.” 

KEN FISHER, EDITOR IN CHIEF
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$15.1B 
SPENT ON TECH

1.5x 
ITDMs

1.9x 
SUPER INNOVATORS

90% 
VISIT SITE DAILY 

8.0M 
AVG. MONTHLY 
DIGITAL UNIQUES

1.9M 
SOCIAL FOLLOWERS

21.1M 
AVG. MONTHLY 
VIDEO VIEWS



BRAND 
HIGHLIGHTS

ARS CLIMATE WEEK  |  SEPT 2022  From the science 
behind extreme weather to the technologies fighting 
it—and the policies enacted along the way, Ars Technica 
is the expert source for science-based climate content. 
This September, Ars will augment its near-daily feed of 
green tech news and environmental journalism with its 
first-ever Climate and Sustainability week. 

HUMAN INTERFACE  |  FLEXIBLE  Nothing gets Ars 
readers excited like a panel of buttons, switches, and 
glass gauges. In Human Interface, Ars will take these 
button-mashers and knob-tweakers behind the controls 
of some of the world's most complex systems, giving 
them a point-to-point rundown of what it takes to 
control everything from a fighter jet to a recording 
console or a Formula E cockpit to an industrial control 
system. 

ARS FEATURE REPORTS  |  FLEXIBLE  A leader in 
long-form content, Ars Technica Feature Reports 
partners editors with marketing and advertising 
partners to create dedicated editorial about a relevant 
and important topic that is then 100% surrounded by the 
advertiser’s ads and messaging creating a truly 
immersive experience.

ARS TECHNICAST  |  FLEXIBLE  The Ars Technicast is the 
official podcast from Ars Technica, where we bring you 
you the latest in computing, technology, science, and 
everything in between. Ars publishes original news and 
reviews, analysis of tech trends, and expert advice on the 
most fundamental aspects of tech and its benefits.

READER SURVEYS  |  FLEXIBLE  Crafted by Ars editors 
and Condé Nast Research with high level input from 
Your Brand, Ars will create a survey thematically aligned 
with select Your Brand initiatives to gather content 
insights from this hard-to-reach audience.


